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I See Hawks in L.A. delivers more timeless twang
Within the first two verses of this longtime twang band’s fifth studio album, singerguitarist Rob Waller has asked some big questions about contemporary America, and
has done so through a genre — guitar-driven country rock — that hasn’t changed much
since the Nixon presidency.
After noting in opening song “Ballad for the Trees” that that “every age is without precedent,” Waller
wonders whether “we’ve broken with how to be alone,” and asks, “Are we drowning in the sea/ Of
facts that come too easily/ And friends we never see?”
Perhaps, but if so, Waller and band don’t dwell on it. Across the 14 songs on “Live and Never Learn,” I
See Hawks in L.A. touch on less heady themes such as smoking weed in a basement while watching
the Eddie Murphy movie “Trading Places” on a black-and-white TV; smoking weed after a breakup
with someone who then becomes a born-again Christian; taking speed and listening to country music;
and a titular “King of the Rosemead Boogie,” who “hocked himself a loogie” that he “spit in the air just
like he didn’t care” — and then consumed a cocktail of “two Jacks and one toke, some shatter and
some coke” and “a capacity of dope.”
Trouble? Waller, co-founding electric guitarist Paul Lacques and the rhythm section of Paul Marshall
(bass) and and Victoria Jacobs (drums) seem to know its contours. Even when Waller tries to convey
sunshine, it comes at a price. The final song, “Stop Me,” finds his narrator staring at the sun because
it’s so beautiful, unable to look away and begging for help.
He runs a parallel idea on songwriting in the next verse. “Stop me, I’ve been singing on this street for
too long/ Trying to find my way to a beautiful song.” As if he’s helpless, the artist seems to rail against
a muse that produces regardless of outcome — “staring into the sun/ This used to be fun/ I’m starting to
believe/ there’s no prize to be won.”
-- Randall Roberts
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The alternative folk/ country Americana world would be a darker place without I See Hawks
In L.A. – it’s unlikely that anyone else could deliver their tight harmony vocals, skilled
musicianship, inspired melodies and richly hooked, eminently memorable songs – and their
latest outing ‘Live And Never learn’ is the band on top form on all counts.
The raw honesty remains, as do the songs that effortlessly touch those heart
and soul parts of their listeners that consistently bring them closer to the
depths of the messages.
The human problems that life throws up and that everyone faces from time

to time weave their way through the lyrics, from the title track ‘Live And Never Learn’ through
‘White Cross’ to ‘Stoned With Melissa’ and ‘The Last Man in Tujunga’ there’s a visceral edge
that quite simply pulls you into their songs. It’s inevitable that ‘favorites’ get a mention in any
review – for me ‘Ballad For The Trees’ is up there, as is ‘Planet Earth’ and ‘The Isolation
Mountains’.
-- Tom Franks
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They have been famed, over the 17 years that they’ve been releasing albums – their debut
came out on September 11th, 2001 – for their lamentations on the natural world. So it
perhaps doesn’t come as much of a shock that Southern California’s I See Hawks In LA
usher in their frst album in fve years with “Ballad For The Trees”. But for all the talk of
“the acacias, the honeybees” and whichever species of tree they mention elsewhere, this is a
song for the people of the world.
Perhaps because they have been through so much in the last few years since their last
album – 2013’s “Mystery Drug” (a couple of the band have lost their parents) this is a more
personal record than before. Viewed through this prism, everything else makes sense.
“Good intentions, are well and good,” sings Rob Waller on the title track, “but they won’t get
you out of the neighbourhood” and it’s almost as IF those traumatic experiences have led
them to refect on their existence – I can certainly recall that when I lost my mum, everything
else but that seemed to need thinking about.
Waller and Paul Lacques harmonise wonderfully on the absolute knockout “White Cross”
(written with Good Intentions’ Peter Davies), with the deep, rich tones coming straight out of
Muscle Shoals, while their apparent desire to play with the formula sees
“Stoned With Melissa” – and I See Hawks have always liked an anthem to weed
– switch from rock n roll to something more psychedelic, but the twist it takes at the end is
most unexpected (and to be fair, I am always going to love a record that has the phrase
“sitting in Melissa’s basement with a black and white TV, watching Trading Places, she hates
Eddie Murphy” at its heart).
“Poour Me” (sic) is a classic country strum, and an ode to getting roaring drunk – at
least ostensibly, but then you need to remember that these boys and lady are a
little too subtle for that. There is more of that feel on “Planet Earth”, which is elevated above
the norm by some absolutely stunning Lap Steel playing.
Perhaps the best example of their ability to look at things in a way that no one else would is
“The Last Man In Tujunga”, it has all the devil may care ebullience of Chuck Berry, but it
concerns the fres that saw bass player Paul Marshall almost lose his home (and it has a little
Stones homage too). This left-feld thinking, though, is natural, not forced, and when they are
looking at graves at the start of “Singing In The Wind” it all makes perfect sense.
Drummer Victoria Jacobs narrates her own story on “My Parka Saved Me” and it almost has
an air of “The Leader Of The Pack” as she does, while members of Old Californio appear on
“King Of The Rosemead Boogie” which rocks and pulses along with a rare urgency.

“Tearing Me In Two” with its Celtic touches is another highlight, as are Jacobs’ vocals on the
60s, West Coast infused “Spinning” that follows in the spirit of The Byrds and their ilk and
seems to be foating along. And the fddle work of Dave Markowitz is quite brilliant on the
equally blissful – but in an entirely diferent way – “The Isolation Mountains”.
“Stop Me” ends the record on a warm, airy note. Its widescreen sounds seem to suggest
that anything is possible, and such is the ambition on this album that you couldn’t disagree
with the premise.
“Live And Never Learn” is one of those wonderful records that reveals itself in diferent ways
with each passing listen. I could review it tomorrow and hear diferent things – that’s just
how it is made. It is these textures, though, these diferent strands, that make it so
special. Rating 8.5/10
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September 11, 2001 ... a day that none of us will soon forget. It was also
the day when I See Hawks in L.A. released their untitled debut on the world
and immediately conquered the hearts of everyone who liked roots music. The
fact that Dave Alvin took part in it was an argument to open many doors,
just like the presence of fiddler Brantley Kearns: a band that gets that
ready at its debut.
Over the years the group expanded and today you have as base: Rob Waller
(guitar and lead vocals), Paul Lacques (guitar, lap steel and vocals), Paul
Marshall (bass and vocals) and Victoria Jacobs (drums, guitar and vocals),
which is complemented by Richie Lawrence (accordion and piano), Dave
Markowitz (fiddle), Danny McGough (keys) and Dave Zirbel (pedal steel
guitar). Four vocalists and three songwriters in the band is a great
luxury, and that shows once again on this first new CD in over five years:
most of the songs come from the pens of Waller / Lacques, but drummer
Victoria Jacobs also contributes with her "Spinning", a wonderful piece of
psychedelic folk, and the story behind her "My Parka Saved Me": she
narrates the story and the other band members make it a great country rock
song, layered with the most fantastic doo-wop background vocals and a
Hammond feast for the ears. Look next month especially to the specialized
charts: they will score very high in it, for sure!
-- Dani Heyvaert

https://americana-uk.com/i-see-hawks-in-l-a-live-and-never-learn-western-seeds-2018

‘Live and Never Learn,’ the first album in five years from I See Hawks in L.A., certainly
has that early Eagles country rock feel running through the core of its 14 tracks. The title
track offers up a microcosm of what is to come, rhythmic, mid-paced tempo, reverby
Telecaster and easy on the ear. The quality of musicianship is spot on throughout the
album and much credit for that must go to five-times Grammy-winning mixer Alfonso
Rodenas.
Most songs have been written by the combination of band members Paul Lacques, who
also produced, and Rob Waller, with many of the songs a direct reflection of the
personal angst that the band have lived through over the last few years. Using trouble
and strife as inspiration for songwriting is a staple of course but The Hawks have the
knack of using subtle humour to mitigate some difficult subject matters. For an example
look no further than the unique and distinctive ‘My Parka Saved Me’ which features
drummer Victoria Jacobs narrating the true story of a car crash she suffered as a
teenager when it was only the thickness of her coat that saved her from the glass.
‘The Last Man in Tujunga’ tells the tale of a breakup unfolding over a mobile phone call
as the flames of a Californian wildfire inch ever closer. There is more than a touch of
Mike Nesmith in the vocals here and, again, the subject matter is made even more
poignant by band member Paul Marshall’s own recent experience of having to evacuate
his Tujunga home during the fires of 2017.
On an album full of great sounding tracks it is two songs that were co-written with Peter
Davies of the UK’s Good Intentions that really stand out and showcase that Eagles
sound at its best. ‘White Cross’ and ‘Singing in The Wind’ have the Hawks’ trademark
intelligent and clever lyrics, great melodies and harmonies. That said, it would be unfair
to label the Hawks as a simple Eagles soundalike band. There are boogies, ‘King of The
Rosemead Boogie,’ the traditional sounding country of ‘Poour Me’ and ‘The Isolation
Mountains,’ as well as the folksy and dreamlike ‘Spinning’.
I See Hawks in L.A. have succeeded in recording an album that both showcases
their own distinctive musical talents whilst, whether by design or accident, tapping
into some of the heart and soul of 70’s California. And that is no bad thing.
-- Peter Churchill

https://rockingmagpie.wordpress.com/2018/05/22/i-see-hawks-in-l-a-live-and-never-learn/

A Rare Treat for the Ears and the Soul
Live and Never Learn, the eighth album from these California Country rock ‘n’ rollers is a
wonderful treat for both the ears and the soul. I’ve previously heard comparisons to that other
west coast band, the Eagles, but I don’t hear it here. The Hawks are fearless where the Eagles
take it easy, and their harmonies take more from doo-wop and bar-room country than, say
CSN&Y. The Hawks could easily accomplish musically the Eagles sound, but they’re smarter
than that, they take more chances, their sense of humor is near boundless. A case in point: The
Eagles would never, could never, create such songs as “Ballad for the Trees,” “The Last Man in
Tujunga,” or especially the wonderful, hilarious, and all-important “My Parka Saved Me,”
which I’m going to go ahead and say is most likely the best song of 2018 so far. Seriously.
We’ll come back to that in a moment, first, the rest of the album.
Novelty songs have long been a rock ‘n’ roll tradition. Remember “Flying Saucer Rock and
Roll,” “Splish Splash,” or “Purple People Eater”? Yeah, novelty crap humor; but they rocked.
This is important. “Wooly Bully” rocked. “I Put a Spell on You” rocked. But that doesn’t mean
it’s an easy thing to accomplish. One wrong turn at Albuquerque and suddenly you’re in “Itsy
Bitsy Teenie Weenie Yellow Polka-Dot Bikini” or “The Chipmunk Song” territory. Humor in
rock ‘n’ roll is important and vital. Otherwise everything is Pink Floyd and the National—fine
bands yet not what you go after when you want a rollicking and fun trip. And humor is
something the Hawks seem to have no short supply of, from the way Robert Waller’s vocal on
“Last Man in Tujunga” rapidly descends on the word “collapsing,” stretching it out further than
any fully sane singer would ever attempt—but it works, the song needs it to be effective—to
the utter lack of any sense of irony on many of these songs. They play it straight, knowing full
well how to milk the laughs with a poker face. Smart, humorous lyrics and quick asides from
the band such as they way the charge into a single bar of the Stones’ “Satisfaction” right in the
middle of “Tujunga” and then continue on as if nothing happened, or the way the pedal steel
supports the vocal in “Poour Me,” adding more layers to this wonderful tale of woe.
On several of these songs the Hawks, with Rob Waller’s river bottom vocals and the band’s
inherent quirkiness, are reminiscent of the Handsome Family, yet the Handsome Family never
rocked this hard, especially on “Stoned with Melissa” which is a fast-paced rocker that starts
out making you laugh but takes a sudden turn down a dark alley. Life’s not all fun and games
and the Hawks know this, even if it gives them pause to wonder why at times. “Spinning” is
dreamy Alt-psychedelia, while “King of the Rosemead Boogie” is a barn spinner of an
uptempo blues, and the title song, “Live and Never Learn,” is smooth, smooth Country. The
Hawks are all over the map, yet fully in sync, the songs never sounding forced or contrived.
And now we get to “My Parka Saved Me.” Every great album needs a song worthy of putting
on repeat and this is the one. We start off with the band opening the door for the organ swells
which bring us right in to a rather funny and also rather harrowing true story narrated by the

band’s drummer, Victoria Jacobs, in a voice sublimely caught somewhere between the MidWest and Valley Girl: She got high. She broke up with her boyfriend. She went for a drive
down to the lake. The lake was frozen and there was lots of snow. Suddenly, a drunk driver hits
her and she “spun like a donut! There was glass everywhere!” All this backed perfectly by the
band in a sawdust floor bar-room band manner while a countrified doo-wop section plays the
part of Greek chorus, repeating her story line by line in a perfect straight-man sort of way. No
time for irony here, just the facts, ma’am. Jacobs’ story continues as she parries back and forth
with the band as they break out and begin to embellish on her tale. “That’s not true!” she
regales them, but they continue on unabated, facts and memories now distorting into one
another as the song and continues on with a catchy refrain and a wonderful keyboard backdrop,
which works very much like Al Kooper’s organ on Dylan’s “Like a Rolling Stone,” in that it
percolates and bubbles throughout, creating even more interest, drawing the listener in.
This is an amazing song and indeed, album. All the disparate parts fit together wonderfully,
telling a story that is tragic, comical, and all too true, in a way only a band as brilliant and as
fearless as I See Hawks in L.A. can.
-- Roy Peak

https://www.paris-move.com/reviews/live-and-never-learn/

Alternative country, Americana ... These generic terms now cover a galaxy of formations and
artists as diverse as varied. From Uncle Tupelo and Giant Sand to Jayhawks and Calexico,
their only real common denominator remains the thematic distance maintained with the
original idiom, but also the formal permanence of its musical heritage. Originally (as their
name implies) from Los Angeles, I SEE HAWKS IN L.A. employ pedal-steel, fiddle and dobro,
as well as guitar picking borrowed from bluegrass and country rhythms. But DNA from local
predecessors such as the Byrds and other Flying Burrito Brothers, as well as ecological
concerns close to those of their ancient neighbors of the Grateful Dead circa "American
Beauty" ("Ballad For The Trees") are easily identified in their genealogy ("Live And Never
Learn", "Planet Earth"). They also count in their ranks a true veteran of psychedelia in the
person of the bassist Paul Marshall (ex-Strawberry Alarm Clock, where he partnered with Ed
King, future Lynyrd Skynyrd). Should we see the cause of lysergic incursions such as "Stoned
With Melissa" or "My Parka Saved Me"?
The general climate of "Live And Never Learn", their eighth album, lies between Gram
Parsons' country-rock and Townes Van Zandt ("Last Man In Tujunga", "Tearing Me In Two"),
and the neo-country of Gourds ("Poour Me") and Asleep At The Wheel ("King Of The
Rosemead Boogie"). While Rob Waller is responsible for most of the lead vocals, his three
accomplices turn out to be accomplished choristers (including the new drummer, Victoria
Jacobs, who is also capable of singing vocals). In short, legitimate perpetuators, who do not
hesitate to loosen the shackles of a genre long threatened with sclerosis.
-- Patrick Dallongeville, Paris Move, Blues Magazine

http://www.rootsville.eu/2018%20album%20reports/reports/i%20see%20hawks%20in%20la.html

(Belgium) 'I See Hawks In L.A.' is one of the most underrated bands in California. Teir
music is and remains always fascinating and honest and so we are glad that we can now
listen to their latest album 'Live and Never Learn'. Teir previous 'Mistery Drug' is already
5 years old. On this new album we fnd 14 originals and they include guest musicians like
Richie Lawrence on accordion and piano, Dave Markowitz on fddle, Danny McGough on
organ and synthesizer and Dave Zirbel on pedal steel.
Most songs were written by Paul Lacques, who also produced, and Rob Waller. Te daily
problems in the lives of the various band members were an inspiration for writing new
material. Numbers where the quality always takes the upper hand. Songs in which the
humor of I See Hawks in L.A. disguises the reality such as 'My Parka Saved Me' in which
drummer Victoria Jacobs tells the true story of a car accident that she sufered as a teenager.
'Te Last Man in Tujunga' is again the story when band member Paul Marshall had to
evacuate his home during the Californian wildfre in 2017. 'White Cross' and 'Singing in
Te Wind' are songs that show the personifcation of these 'Hawks'. Songs with high
harmonies, a bit like the Eagles did at the time that does not mean that you have this 'I See
Hawks In L.A.' to identify with it.
'King Of Te Rosemead Boogie' is the pepper and salt on this beautiful album, where they
clearly choose the country-folk side with songs like 'Poour Me' and 'Te Isolation
Mountains'. Tey end with the Americana favored 'Stop Me', something they do not have
to do about me.

http://www.lonestartime.com/2018/05/i-see-hawks-in-la-live-and-never-learn.html

(Italy) The Roots scene in Los Angeles for almost sixty years has been one of the most
vibrant cornerstones in America. In the warm Californian sun, generations of musicians
have matured and they have been able to unite with great skill country, folk and
bluegrass with rock, opening often unusual ways and experimenting with brilliance those
sounds. I See Hawks In L.A., since 1999, have been among the best flag-bearers of the
bonds between rock and country music, with eight discs that refer to the golden years
(1960s and 70s) of West Coast music. Personally, their approach often reminds me of
the first New Riders Of The Purple Sage release, those who, under the aegis of Jerry
Garcia, a great fan of country and bluegrass, added their personal touch of rock and soul
(from Bo Diddley to Johnny Otis) and a pinch of psychedelia to flavor everything.
Rob Waller and Paul Lacques have helmed the band from its beginnings and over the
years have kept high the bar, never failing to compose excellent country songs forming a
repertoire very pleasant and very consistent. The guitarists are joined by bassist Paul
Marshall and drummer Victoria Jacobs in a compact and cohesive quartet augmented by
the talented Richie Lawrence on keyboards, Dave Zirbel who with his pedal steel retraces
the style of the great Buddy Cage (from the New Riders) and Dave Markowitz on the
fiddle. "Live And Never Learn" is a record full of excellent country songs like the song
that gives the title to the album. "Poour Me", "The Last Man In Tujunga" and "White
Cross" in particular stand out, with the great love for the environment of "Ballad For The
Trees" and "Planet Earth", rock and psychedelic that follow one another in the funny
"Stoned With Melissa", the delicate and poetic "The Isolation Mountains "and the
nostalgic" Stop Me ", gems of a collection that confirms I See Hawks In LA are among the
most valid independent roots bands. And what a name!
-- Remo Ricaldone

I See Hawks in L.A., "Live and Never Learn." Even music lovers who've never been
drunk & divorced will appreciate this country apotheosis, as creative as it is
polished. Singer Rob Waller may tell a torn tale, but his beatific resignation and the
inspired guitar of Paul Lacques make us feel we'll persevere, crying and laughing at
the same time.

http://www.countrystandardtime.com/d/cdreview.asp?xid=6706

This is the storied, rather unheralded band I See Hawks in LA's frst release since 2013's
"Mystery Drug." "Live and Never Learn" continues the legacy of a band that's been together
for almost two decades now. They channel Gram Parsons, New Riders of the Purple Sage and
the Byrds/Burritos into their singular brand of psychedelic country rock with the superb lead
vocals of Rob Waller, capable players in the core lineup as well as guests. Among the guests
are: Dave Zirbel (Commander Cody) on pedal steel, Dave Markowitz on fddle and Richie
Lawrence on accordion and piano. Together, they fush out a laid-back hippy vibe, the
hallmark of ISHILA's sound.
Emerging from a string of family deaths, California wild fres and various struggles, the band
found some solace in fnally being able to record again. The songwriting team of Rob Waller
and Paul Lacques receives contributions from bassist Paul Marshall and drummer Victoria
Jacobs on this outing. Members of Old Californio deliver "King of the Rosemead Boogie" and
via email form Peter Davies of the U.K.'s Good Intentions we have "White Cross" and
"Singing in the Wind." The latter takes us to the shores of Northern Ireland. Jacobs sings on
her psychedelic folk oriented "Spinning" and recounts a tragic tale from the winter on Lake
Michigan in "My Parka Saved Me."
"Last Man in Tujunga" is native territory as the story unfolds about a breakup conversation
over a cell phone as the fames from a fre draw nearer. Although the song was written years
ago, it is frighteningly timely as Marshall was forced to evacuate his home in the recent fres
twice - lyrically stated as "almost out of minutes" as the "fames were licking at the gates."
The band has long been noted for its sense of humor which we hear on the self-pitying "Poour
Me," their requisite ode to weed in "Stoned with Melissa" and their interest in conservation
with "Planet Earth" and "Ballad for the Trees." Markowitz's fddle and Lawrence's accordion
drive both "Isolation Mountains" and "Tearing Me in Two," both outstanding tracks.
I See Hawks in LA are consistent with terrifc story songs and solid musicianship. After the
hiatus, they sound as good as ever, maybe even a little better.
-- Jim Hynes

https://www.wintersexpress.com/arts/live-and-never-learn-with-the-hawks-at-the-palms-on-thursday/

“A reeling but seamless blend of fantasy and reality”

You know that moment of slight trepidation before biting into an apple? Sure, it looks good, and you
really like apples, but will the first bite reveal this one to be nice and crisp or a mushy mess?
Magnify that frisson of suspense 100 times. That’s me about to listen to a new album by a band I like.
In an odd way, it’s harder for me to really enjoy a new release from a favorite band, especially on first
listen, than to get into records from acts new to me. While I wouldn’t want anybody to duplicate
previous efforts, it usually takes me a while to cotton to new material.
Of course, I have to like how the music sounds. But what I’m really after is feel. Where does the music
take me, what moods and memories does it evoke, who do I get to be while I’m listening and – trickiest
of all – does the new music work a similar kind of alchemy as previous releases? It’s a tall order.
I welcomed the news this spring that the country rock quartet I See Hawks In L.A. was gearing up to
release their eighth album on June 29. But I have to admit to that old shiver of suspense before playing
“Live and Never Learn” the first time.
I all but imprinted on the Hawks’ 2004 release “Grapevine” and have a soft spot in my heart for 2008’s
“Hallowed Ground.” I don’t have enough fingers and toes to count the times I’ve seen them play. My
phone is so full it thinks twice before saving anything on the calendar app, but I still can’t quite bring
myself to remove several must-have Hawks songs from the phone’s music player. Hey, it’s just prudent
to keep “Humboldt” handy. So, yeah, I like this band.
There’s exuberance in their music, regret, hard-won wisdom, humor and wit. I can blast “Wonder
Valley Fight Song” and feel like a badass for four minutes and 53 seconds, or call up “The River
Knows” to float on the sense that current difficulties will become less pressing. There’s connection to
community and location.
There’s an imagined place their music lets me visit. It’s Mojave-esque but the details are hazy and
variable. Sometimes there’s a road; sometimes the lyrics suggest a trail. The drums may sketch a
distant train. There are mountains and playas, rocky escarpments, a lot of sky and few people. I feel
good there and unconsciously hope for another trip, another view, with each new Hawks release. Some
give glimpses; some offer vistas.
It isn’t that the Hawks’ songs are all about the desert, but this is the landscape the music most
frequently conjures in my mind. The second-place finisher is a fictionalized version of Los Angeles
that, frankly, is probably closer to reality than the monolithic sprawl of my Northern Californian
perception. To borrow a lyric, where they lead, I will follow. And I’m most satisfied with Hawks
releases that give a sense of where we’re going.
I cue up the preview copy of “Live and Never Learn,” index finger hovering over the play button. Will
this one be a ticket to my nebulous desert sanctuary? Is this apple a keeper?
I hit play. Oh, yeah. This record and I were good friends after just a listen or two. We’re practically
making plans to go camping together next weekend. I know just where we’ll go. The music suggested
it. This one’s a keeper right to the core.
With spirited three-part vocals, evocative lyrics and arrangements that soar, groove and occasionally
growl, I See Hawks In L.A.’s sound springs from the intersection of rock, country, psychedelia and
folk. They have a big stylistic range and yet always sound like themselves.

There’s Hawksian variety on “Live and Never Learn,” but the album hangs together as a coherent
whole, perhaps more than any of their previous releases.
I asked the band what defined their music. Lead singer Rob Waller said he had “no idea. I have a vague
idea of the limits of the property,” he said, “but I’ve never had the stamina to hike all the way out there
to try and find the fence.”
Lead guitarist Paul Lacques volunteered, “At our best, we’re a cool party for misfits.” Fair enough.
In more mundane terms, I’d say the vocals are at the core of the quintessential Hawks’ sound. There’s
soul in Waller’s delivery, a sense there’s a human being expressing something, not just a singer trying
to hit the notes and articulate the words. His voice often has an undercurrent of wistful yearning, giving
additional heart to the songs.
Lacques and bassist Paul Marshall, both baritones, fit their harmonies around Waller’s lead, trading off
who sings high and who sings low. Their voices blend so well it’s difficult to unbraid the harmonies.
And there’s a new featured voice on “Live and Never Learn.” Drummer, singer and songwriter Victoria
Jacobs, the newest Hawk, contributed harmony vocals to three earlier songs, and steps to the front
twice on this album. Perhaps because she’s introduced alternating with Waller on “My Parka Saved
Me,” adding this new voice to the palette works.
The Hawks’ instrumentation supports the vocals. Lacques’ lead electric, acoustic and steel guitar lines
are as explosive or delicate as needed, with Waller’s rhythm acoustic as counterpoint. Marshall’s bass
lines embroider the songs, providing understated complexity. Jacobs can rock propulsively or play with
a smooth country cadence.
“‘Mystery Drug’ [the Hawks’ previous release] featured Victoria drumming on four tracks,” said
Lacques, “kind of a transition, but ‘Live and Never Learn’ is the first album she’s on every cut, and
she’s songwriter or co-songwriter on three songs. Her style is a major influence on the sound. She’s a
very subtle, groove-oriented drummer, religiously avoids flashy fills.”
Jacobs said that she came from a rock background, “and now I’m playing shuffles and train beats,”
describing the change as both fun and a challenge. “When I first joined I would try and copy what was
being played,” she said. “Now I feel comfortable with adding my own feel or style to songs.”
While the Hawks have been busy touring and working on other projects, “Live and Never Learn” is the
band’s first release since 2013.
“Somehow five years had gone by in a flash and we were ready,” said Waller. “I also particularly
wanted to capture the sound of the Hawks with Victoria behind the drums. We’ve definitely evolved
over these last few years and had something new to say both musically and lyrically.”
“The spirit moved us last year,” said Lacques, “and we came up with quite a few songs. And we
worked up a couple of oldies and finally got good versions.”
It’s been a rough few years personally for the Hawks. “I lost my mom in 2015 and Paul L. lost both
his parents in the last year and a half,” said Waller. “I think those kinds of primary losses really cause
a major shift in perspective,” he reflected. “A generational shift.”
According to Lacques, the material on the new album “isn’t so much about specific losses or crises, but
is certainly informed by it. Many of the songs are about acceptance, or dualism – life throws you
impossible choices, and you choose.”
Of the new songs, “‘Planet Earth’ is the most directly about loss,” said Waller, “about leaving the
planet and thinking back nostalgically about how great and easy life was, reflecting on the good parts.”
But that’s not to say the record comes across as a collection of mid-tempo musings on mortality. Far
from it. There are waltzes, ballads, shuffles, rave-ups and romps about topics as varied as card sharks,
trees and mountains, and getting dumped via cell phone during a wildfire.
That song about one hell of a bad day is “Last Man in Tujunga,” which is premiered here. Marshall
says, “like a lot of Hawks songs, it’s a reeling but seamless blend of fantasy and reality.”

And how exactly did Waller and Lacques hit upon this combination of topics as the premise for a
song?“Rob might remember,” said Lacques, “but the song seems like it was one of those spontaneous
combustions that often happen when we’re jamming.”
While Waller and Lacques wrote the song in 2004 or 2005, the Hawks hadn’t been able to get a
satisfactory recording of it. Fast-forward to 2017, when wildfires forced Marshall to evacuate his
Tujunga home twice.
“The fires were certainly an inspiration and a reminder,” said Waller. “We first did it again at a gig last
fall, and it sounded so good with Victoria I really wanted to record it. It felt really good to resurrect it.”
“Playing this song now is like experiencing a musical collage of the song’s long existence,” said
Marshall, “and my most recent adventure of last summer, saying to myself, ‘Well, I guess I gotta go
now,’ as the 30 foot high flames approached within a couple of blocks of my home.”
“It’s kind of funny with the dated phone plan lyrics,” said Waller. “No one has to worry about
‘burning’ through minutes anymore! But that’s all more charming to me and fits with the theme of
living and never learning quite well.”
While Waller and Lacques are the band’s principal songwriters, they don’t eschew collaboration.
“Rob and I have always worked with other writers, notably my brother Anthony,” said Lacques, “and
Paul Marshall and Victoria have had songwriting [credits] or co-writes on a number of albums. A big
new addition on “Live And Never Learn” is Peter Davies, from UK folk band The Good Intentions.
We’ve co-written an entire album’s worth of songs with Peter, which we’ll release as a
Hawks/Intentions collaboration CD later this year or early 2019. We liked two of the songs so much
that we stole them for this record.” Members of Old Californio co-wrote one song.
The Hawks are hitting the road for a string of album release shows in the US and UK, including one
tonight at The Palms Playhouse in Winters, Calif. Singer, songwriter and guitarist Rick Shea will open
that show and join the Hawks. Lacques says Shea is “one of the fifth Hawks, and we get him up on
stage whenever we can.”
-- Kate Laddish

https://www.moorsmagazine.com/muziek/pop-rock/i-see-hawks-la-live-and-never-learn/

I See Hawks in LA is the somewhat unusual name of a Californian country rock band that makes
typical Westcoast pop, with the Eagles, Crosby Stills Nash & Young and similar bands, but then
you have to let go of that idea right away, because the Hawks, as we call them here for the sake of
convenience, just like those bands sing beautifully in harmony and write nice songs, but then the
comparison ends.
Te Hawks are just a bit more adventurous and above all more humorous than all those other
Westcoast bands. Intelligent and above all very funny texts are sublime, with many small jokes
hidden in the arrangements. In the middle of the song "Last Man In Tujunga," suddenly a piece of
Satisfaction from the Stones comes along, after which they continue as if nothing happened. And
as the pedal steel guitar in Poor Me manages to get the matter wholly over the top, that is nothing
short of hilarious.
A good example of the adventurous and at the same time humorous approach of the Hawks is the
song "My Parka Saved Me," in which Victoria Jacobs, the drummer of the band, talks about a car
accident she had in the past - she dryly narrates the tale while the men of the band repeat and
comment as a kind of Greek chorus. At a certain moment the men take of with the story and she
calls "Tat is not true", but the men sing their version of history dry and unperturbed. I have not
heard a funnier song in ages, and that is largely due to the way it is brought.
Te irresistible country rock 'n' roll of the Hawks has many more sides, because they can also rock
hard, with beautiful guitar rifs, sufused with blues, and sometimes some psychedelics, and it's
always good.

http://bit.ly/2MlmRCL

While it has been a mere 17 years since their first release, Hawks have been one of my private
pleasures during those years. While I have tried to expose as many folks as possible to them, it seems
we remain a cult. A cult that hearkens you back to that wonderful acoustic amalgam that was the
1970s. In terms of themes and style, they embody the West Coast version of that decade. With
McGuinn and Hillman about to venture forth on their Sweetheart tour, this'll get you in the mood.

What other band could do a memorable song about a borrowed snow parka? "My Parka Saved Me,"
begins with Rob Waller and drummer Victoria Jacobs trading vocals — "I got stoned after breaking up
with my boyfriend/And he became a born-again Christian" — before going into the car crash that
follows. It's not played for chuckles, but rather as emblematic of those random events of that decade
that were on first glance just an ordinary occurrence, but upon refection, something ethereal. Like this
band, and especially this record.
-- Amos Perrine

https://glidemagazine.com/208837/i-see-hawks-in-la-mix-shades-of-byrds-dead-on-live-and-never-learn-album-review/

For the past 20 years or so, I See Hawks in LA have purveyed an essential country-rock
crossover formula brewed as authentic Americana, so authentic in fact that it might give those
boys from Bakersfield a run for their money. Adding a prerequisite touch of twang, soaring
melodies and a rugged and rowdy pastiche, the current incarnation of this West Coast-based
band consists of vocalist/guitarists Paul Lacques and Rob Waller, bassist/vocalist Paul
Marshall, and drummer/vocalist/sometime guitarist Victoria Jacobs, with various guests
sitting in. Theirs is a sound that summons the wide open spaces of America’s sprawling
western expanse, from the forlorn barroom moan of “Pour Me,” to the swampy set-up of
“White Cross” and the upbeat exchange delineated in “Stoned with Melissa,” along with all
sorts of realms that collide in-between.

In many ways, I See Hawks in LA offer a throwback to an earlier era, one which found rock
and country finding common ground in the songs of the Byrds, the Burritos, the Dead, and the
New Riders of the Purple Sage. Their forthright vocals and sweep of pedal steel guitar boast a
high lonesome sound, one that echoes with the original optimism of days gone by. “Every year
is without precedent, every hour is a great unknown,” opening track “Ballad for the Trees”
proclaims, its steady pace providing a way forward. Indeed, these Hawks fly high on an adroit
blend of optimism and insistence, a sound that culminates in the rocking refrains of “The Last
Man in Tujunga,” a ready rocker that’s full of sentiment and sincerity, and “My Parka Saved
Me” a nuanced narrative that relates a harrowing tale of a near-fatal mishap.
Suffice it to say, Live and Never Learn ought to be essential listening for any admirer of
authentic Americana. Its title aside, this is one band that’s lived and learned their lessons well,
while eagerly offering them to others.
-- Lee Zimmerman

Hawks debut at #10 on EURO AMERICANA CHART, July 2018!

https://www.counterpunch.org/2018/07/06/city-of-angels-fallen-and-otherwise/

City of Angels, Fallen and Otherwise
by Ron Jacobs
Bakersfield, California has Buck Owens, Luckenbach, Texas has Willie and the boys, Los
Angeles has I See Hawks In LA. This latter band continues its original take on a sound that
originates in the canyons, parched yards and beaches of Los Angeles. Reminiscent of Buffalo
Springfield, the Flying Burrito Brothers and New Riders of the Purple Sage, their California
sensibilities, incredible guitar playing, pleasing harmonies and sublime pedal steel come
together once again on their new album Live and Never Learn. Although it’s hard to believe
they have been putting out music for seventeen years, this fact is also a useful marker of time.
If one thinks about the album title a bit out of the context of the song—which is about a love
gone wrong—it’s quite obvious that the world certainly has not learned its lessons over the
past seventeen years.
I See Hawks in LA is one of the most musically accomplished groups in the genre now known
as Americana. The intricate guitar interplay between Rob Waller and Paul Lacques continues
to shine. Indeed, the playing is once again seamless and sublime. Likewise, the vocals define
harmony as it can be at its most exquisite moments. Guest appearances on various tunes by
Peter Davies on Telecaster, Danny McCough on B3 organ, longtime collaborators Dave
Markowitz, on fiddle and accordionist Richie Lawrence sweeten this collection like a shot of
top-shelf bourbon sweetens a good night at a bar. Then there’s the master picking of pedal
steel player Dave Zirbel. At times his pedal steel playing is pure country, other times it
reminds this listener of Jerry Garcia’s manipulation of country music’s most interesting
instrument on his first solo record. In other words, the sound is surreal, ethereal, and damn
near psychedelic in and of itself.
The songs on Live and Never Learn are a classic mix of I See Hawks in LA humor, social
commentary and human emotions. In terms of musical genres, they run from serious rockers
to pure country, with a bit of psychedelia thrown in there too. “Pour Me” is a song about lost
love and liquor that feature Zirbel’s pedal steel playing. “Pour Me” evokes the sense of tragedy
one finds in almost every song about failed love, whether it’s the latest hit on the Top Forty or
something more serious, but it also understands the reality that life goes on. No one is dying
in this tune, just falling on the floor from too much libation. A Song for the Trees is a Byrdslike melody addressing a constant topic of I See Hawks in LA –the environment and its
destruction in the name of progress. Spinning, written by new member and drummer Victoria
Jacobs (no relation) is wistful psychedelic folk that turns the mind around and around in the
most pleasant manner.
There’s a song titles “White Cross” on this disc. For those who don’t know what the song is
referring to, white crosses are little amphetamine pills that used to be popular with truck
drivers, cross country travelers and all-night diner workers. They were bootleg, cheap and
effective enough to get the job done. Lowell George refers to them in the Little Feat tune

“Willin’” when he sings about weed, whites and wine—the other popular name for the drug
was whites. Anyhow, one line in the aforementioned song “White Cross” goes like this: “The
first one goes down bitter/then you begin to like the taste.” Like many of the songs on this
work, that line describes how life is in this postmodern, postindustrial land epitomized
perhaps best by the often desperate and lonely contradiction that is the City of the Angels.
Los Angeles is a vast city. It revels in corruption and crime; oppression and inequality poison
its streets. Yet, it remains a sunlit magnet that beckons those the world over to its oil-flecked
shores. Full of loneliness and love like any modern metropolis, it is up to its artists, poets and
storytellers to expose its glories and its shame. I See Hawks in LA’s latest and Lombardo’s
debut novel do so with wit, wonder, and a bit of wisdom.

BBC SCOTLAND Feature Album this week is 'Live And Never Learn' by I
See Hawks In LA. ‘Live And Never Learn’ was released on the 29th June
and is the first new Hawks album since their previous release ‘Mystery
Drug’ in 2013. They are touring the UK at the moment appearing at the
Belladrum Tartan Heart Festival near Beauly this weekend. ‘Live And Never
Learn’ contains 14 original tracks all written by members of the band who
have been described as “the finest country rock band on the planet”
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b0bdl6d7

https://paulkerr.wordpress.com/2018/07/20/i-see-hawks-in-la-live-and-never-learn-western-seeds-record-company/

Glasgow -- Still flying that old freak flag high and championing the evergreen sounds of
Topanga canyon country rock from back in the seventies, I See Hawks in LA return to the fore
with this excellent slice of slinky and sly songs. It’s been five years since their last album
Mystery Drug and in the meantime two band members have had to contend with the passing of
parents, events which stalled the band but which they say they got through due to friends,
family and making music. A presumption then that these songs might have had a longer
gestation than usual but they are all the better for that as The Hawks deliver a wonderfully
balanced set which sets rockers and humorous tales alongside more serious matters such as

their ongoing concern for the environment.
It’s a lengthy album but chockfull of great songs. Forget about the comparisons to the Eagles
which commonly inhabit reviews of the Hawks. Here they delve deeper into the sounds of
bands such as Poco, New Riders of The Purple Sage and even the good old Grateful Dead –
just listen to the winding guitars in Singing In the Wind (a song which weirdly enough finds the
Hawks in wind blasted Wuthering Heights territory). There’s also a soupçon of southern
syncopation in the slow meander of White Cross and surely that’s the spring heeled wackiness
of NRBQ lurking in the taut rhythms of Stoned with Melissa before it dissolves into its incense
and peppermint coda. There’s cosmic cowboy joy in Poour Me while The Last Man in Tujunga
is a supreme roadhouse boogie styled song which would give Commander Cody a run for his
money.
The band are more contemplative on their ecology themed songs. Ballad For The Trees has
singer Rob Waller sounding like Brett Sparks of The Handsome Family as he sings of the
ecosystem in danger of breaking down as the band huff and puff with a powerful country rock
chug. Planet Earth is, strangely enough, more ethereal, lifted to the heavens by some heavenly
pedal steel playing despite the dystopian despair of the spare lyrics which recall the words of J.
G. Ballard. There’s also a light touch on the breezy Live and Never Learn where Dave Zirbel’s
pedal steel uncoils itself in best 70’s country rock fashion while Tearing Me in Two adds some
fiddle to the mix moving the band from the saloon to the front porch.
We need to mention two songs on which drummer Victoria Jacobs features. My Parka Saved
Me is an almost fifties styled death on the road song as she recites the tale of a car smash with a
twist on the old tale of a cigarette case catching a bullet. On Spinning she sings lead and takes
us down a paisley patterned rabbit hole, a lovely nod to the naivety of many of the psychedelic
folk songs of that long gone era. A paisley pattern or more appropriately, a coat of many
colours, just about sums up this album as it dips and dives into various styles but overall the
band weave these disparate threads into a very fine tapestry of songs and sounds, the end result
being one of their best albums.
-- Paul Kerr

http://lonesomehighway.com/music-reviews/2018/7/27/reviews-by-stephen-rapid.html

While I have listened to this band in the past I paid more attention to the lyrics on this album
as they just seem to stand out from the music a little more. The concept and humour of My
Parka Saved Me was an immediate attention grabber with the spoken female lyric being
followed closely by that of singer Rob Waller. It is both effective as a story and as an example
of the bands oeuvre. The opening song is an ode to environmentalism and Ballad For The
Trees not only mentions a selection of trees but also the under threat honey bees. Known as

purveyors of “psychedelic country” in California you can hear where that tag has come from
but they are also an accomplished group of players who are musically adept and aware.
Guitarist and producer (and band leader) Paul Lacques knows what he wants this album to
sound like and over the 14 original songs manages to create a range of musical sketches
that gives the listener the space to enjoy what I See Hawks In LA have to offer. Waller has a
baritone voice that has enough resonance to give each song its focus. He is ably supported
vocally by the remainder of the band whose harmonies are a reminder of many a Californian
band and singer of yore. This and their individual musical talents, which are enhanced by
some additional musicians on keyboards, pedal steel and fiddle, all helps to make these songs
shine and this is perhaps the best album that this combo has yet produced.
The songs that stand out for a number of reasons aside for the afore mentioned My Parka
Saved Me where drummer Victoria Jacobs provides the female vocal are Stoned With Melissa
(a simple tale of daily imbibing), Poour Me a word play on “poor me” and “pour me”, as in,
another glass of wine! Aside from the intentional humour these songs often have something
of the element of truth to them. They can also rock out as they do on The Last Man In Tujunga
with its odd yet intriguing chorus of “I’m almost out of minuets and I”m almost out of bullets”
and on the boogiefied workout King Of Rosemead Boogie.
This is the eight album from I See Hawks In LA in a career heading for 20 years together and
they are continuing to perfect their individual take on Californian country music. There is
little here that sounds like filler and much to enjoy. Long may they live and never learn.
-- Stephen Rapid

http://www.hooked-on-music.de/CD-Reviews3/I_See_Hawks_In_L_A_/Live_And_Never_Learn.html?band_id=2839

(German, translation) Time flies differently in the hills of Southern California.
More relaxed than in the rest of the country, where Trump's "you're fired!" became
the hard credo. Not so in a land where sunsets are still brought in pastel shades
with oil paint on the canvas. And songs may be called Stoned with Melissa or Poour
me, without the political correctness movement approaching.
I SEE HAWKS IN L.A. are Southern California, as you can only be Southern
California. Growing up with Westcoast and Country, with POCO and the early EAGLES,
the songs roll like a leisurely warm breeze over the ridge towards the sea. The
environmental protection they have so much in the heart, that he may immediately
determine the first song of the new album (Ballad For The Trees), later highlighted
again in the ballad Planet Earth. And even when things get really tight, like in
the real tale of Last Man in Tujunga, which describes the flight from a
conflagration, the Fiddle swings as loosely as on a Haystack Festival in
Tennessee ...
But it's exactly this relaxed "I've seen it all" attitude is the strength of this
album and this band. There's a foursome playing together because everyone loves
music and making music so much - and because they all find a groove that carries
them far across the land. Singing In The Wind is a prime example of this, when the
song begins as leisurely as a Glen Campell outtake and then takes off with gorgeous
harmony vocals and, carried by a lively fingerpicking, actually makes the head

clear like a fresh breeze.
Incidentally, they also have a laconic black humor, as the call-and-response
Moritat My Parka Saved Me proves. Of course, the story of the car accident after
separating from a born-again Christian boyfriend is true - such stories are only
written by life. But as I SEE HAWKS IN L.A. tell, it just takes a whole bunch of
life experience.
It fits into the picture that the "Hawks" have worked with Dave Alvin over and over
again. King Of The Rosemead Boogie is just as typical a rocker with a lightly
pulled handbrake and nasal vocals as the former BLASTERS boss would write in the
dead of night to make every sleepy club go.
But in their hearts I SEE HAWKS IN L.A. are a laid-back country band in the best
sense of the word. And so pain and self-reproaches can be better with a few good
friends to make it an acoustic ballad jewel Tearing Me In Two. It's simply too
beautiful in Southern California ...
-- Holger Müller, (Article list), 09.07.2018

https://www.bluesmagazine.nl/recensie-i-see-hawks-in-la-live-and-never-learn/

(Dutch translation) Te facts: An American country rock band from California. A band with
members, all of whom can sing and thus deliver celestial singing together. According to some, this
kind of fact automatically means that you're a band like the Eagles.
In the case of the band I See Hawks In L.A. you can go further. Yes, indeed, their harmony singing
sounds great and they play country rock. But the kind of country rock that tends more towards the
traditional country where you have to think of for Waylon Jennings or Dwight Yoakam. On their
eighth album the band sounds nostalgic like a country rock band like Te New Riders Of Te
Purple Sage from the late 70s.
Teir album opens with the barroom country of Ballad For Te Trees, with sparkling guitar work.
Live And Never Learn is a soft rocking Americana song with brushes drumming by drummer
Victoria Jacobs. Te rest of the band consists of Rob Walker (vocals, guitar), Paul Lacques (guitar,
steel, vocals) and Paul Marshall (bass, vocals). Stoned With Melissa is an airy rocking song with
heavy guitar rifs and Beach Boys-like background vocals. Poour Me is a nice old-fashioned
country ballad with accompanying crying steel guitar. Te title seems to have combined "Poor Me"
and "Pour Me". So poor man at the booze ... Te Gordon LIghtfoot infuence is great in mellow
Planet Earth. Te Last Man In Tujunga opens with Chuck Berry-like guitar rifs and continues as
a barroom rocker in the style of NRBQ. Oddly enough (or not) I had to think about our own Cats
through the acoustic guitar in the ballad Singing In Te Wind. My Parka Saved Me can only be
described as "hilarious". Spoken word by drummer Victoria Jacobs is interpreted by the band into

velvety vocals. Versatile as the band is, they suddenly go on the hard ZZ Top tour with fery guitar
work in King Of Te Rosemead Boogie. Great then is the transition to the bluegrass of Tearing
Me In Two. Victoria Jacobs then sings the intimate ballad Spinning, in which she is supported by
lush harmonies. Te acoustic waltz Te Isolation Mountains could have just come out of the sleeve
of Willie Nelson. In closing you can hear another example of soft rocking Americana in Stop Me.
I See Hawks In L.A. proves with this album, that they are a top band, belonging to the top of
traditional country rock.
-- Peter Marinus

https://www.altcountryforum.nl/2018/09/24/i-see-hawks-in-l-a-live-and-never-learn/

(Dutch translation) The very first references when you listen to
"Live and Never Learn" from alternative country band I See Hawks In
L.A. are unmistakably Poco, The Byrds, Gram Parsons and the early
work of The Eagles. The catchy, melodic ingredients, which make
country rock music so popular, are richly present on the new release.
Music that gives you a warm and melancholic feeling. Songs that enter
your ear canal with great ease. With the difference that the
atmosphere on "Live and Never Learn" sounds more casual, looser,
bluesier and more inspired than before.
It has to be said. This skillful company is a bit less well-behaved,
sweet and polished than on albums like Mystery Drug (2013), New Kind
Of Lonely (2012) and Hallowed Ground (2008. A kind of spine on a
branch that pricks you. With a backpack full of suffering on the
backs of two band members, I See Hawks In L.A. comes out with the new
work after five years of silence. The personal scars, but also the
art of putting things into perspective, can be heard in the lyrics to
"Live and Never Learn". With the ringing pedal steel (Dave Zirbel),
the melodious sounds of the violin (Dave Markowitz), the sometimes
gritty sounding guitars and the intense vocals, this record offers
enough refinement to keep you interested for more than 55 minutes.
With guitarist Paul Lacques once again behind the board and Chuck
Prophet-related vocals of singer Rob Waller, fourteen country rockrock songs are expressed by the four in synch Americans. The icing on
the cake is the intriguing "My Parka Saved Me" and the understated,
acoustic splendor of the song "Spinning," where drummer Victoria
Jacobs takes care of the vocals.
--Johan Schoenmakers

http://countryfr.com/criducoyote/

https://www.cooltourist.de/h%C3%B6r-test/

(German translation) FIVE STARS ***** It was the dramatic date Nine-Eleven 2001, when not
only the towers of the World Trade Center collapsed but the band I See Hawks L.A. released
their frst album - but the event in New York attracted signifcantly more attention. We've
been watching the band's musical output ever since, and fnd that their newly released seventh
album "Live And Never Learn" should be another highlight of their careers. California
songwriting duo Paul Lacques and Rob Waller have bassist Paul Marshall and now drummer
Victoria Jacobs at their side, and this collaboration has resulted in 14 big new songs that cover
the arc of acoustic folk rock a la Beyond Reach (the estate administrator of Ozark Mountain
Daredevils!) to Southern California Rock in the style of Warren Zevon. Typical for the band
are ecological topics ("Planet Earth", "Ballad For The Trees"), the heightened discussion with
intoxicants ("Poour Me", "Stoned with Melissa") and experienced life wisdom ("Live And
Never Learn", "Spinning"). The fre catastrophes in Southern California are refected in the
song "Last Man In Tujunga", where the narrator has his ex on the phone, while the fames are
almost at his house ("I'm losing you like all the others / But that's no change in my luck "). This
subtle blend of irony and humanity makes the Hawks a legendary institution of Laurel Canyon
country rock, which one would also like to hear live on the European continent.

http://www.realrootscafe.com/2018/10/01/i-see-hawks-in-l-a-live-and-never-learn/

(Dutch translation) As far as I'm concerned, their best piece of
work, after California Country from 2006. The end result is a
successful mix of alt. country, folk, rock and singer-songwriter
songs - with a few nice surprises in between. The best I find is the
spoken / sung interaction between drummer Victoria Jacobs and the
other band members in My Parka Saved Me and the ballad Spinning
written by Jacobs and wonderfully languid. Funny is also the sudden
turn in the nostalgic Stoned With Melissa, which starts with country
rock and ends in psychedelic music. And as in the case of The Last
Man In Tujunga, where a fragment of Satisfaction from the Rolling
Stones pops up for a brief moment, while that song is about those
forest fires in your backyard. But as is known, seriousness and humor
go hand in hand with ISHILA. Furthermore, enjoying the mellow country
rocker Ballad For The Trees and the dreamy ballad Planet Earth, they
express their worries about the environment and climate (it's so
easy) - a recurring statement by the band. Nice swinging rock 'n'
rolling boogie in The King Of Rosemead Boogie precedes the already
mentioned Spinning, after which two wonderfully laid back porch
ballads close this atmospheric, humorous and occasionally exciting
album. Finally, the Waller baritone and the harmonies with Lacques
and Marshall are still very beautiful after five years.
--Huub Thomassen

contact: info@iseehawks.com

www.iseehawks.com

